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Abstract 

     The building has been originally made to protect it from violence of nature. A connection with 

the environment of the circumference makes a great difference between outside and inside. However, 

in late years there is social needs to want to be connected to somebody gently as far as it is not 

restricted. It is one example that the rapid spread of SNS such as Facebook or Twitter is 

seen. Because the building attached great importance to securing of privacy so far, I think that sense 

of isolation and the occlude feeling are strengthened. That means, social needs changes with the 

development of the building adversely. In other words the building should change depending on 

social needs, too. Therefore I do needs to want to be connected by this master design gently in form 

and make with somebody or distance to be connected all the time and a border in the meantime 

vague and am intended that I consider technique to draw possibility of the space to be born there. 

ǀƿ The Tama home competition "new basic of the house" (sponsorship:) Tama 
home Co., Ltd.) 
  Suggestion of a house having "Close border space" between a house and a city 

ǁƿ "The Good Job! center fielder" who joins a social innovation company and the 
welfare with the art X design together (sponsorship:) Social welfare corporation 
wataboushino society) 
  Suggestion of the building having "Open border space" to send power to from building 
in itself 

ǂƿ 2014 universal home design competition "compact long-life house" 
(sponsorship:) UNIVERSAL HOME) 
  Suggestion of the building with power to draw a person into the building 

ǃƿ About possibility of the space that the vague space that I saw through three 
design competitions lays 
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